shaped map are identified conceptually. The cloud thus only arises as a projection; no individual cross-section through the attractor displays a connected set. Apart from this "weak" possibility as it may be called, "strong" invertible cloud attractors must also exist -in 4-D in vertible maps. Accordingly, weak cloud attractors can be expected to be found in 4-variable, and strong ones in 5-variable flows (like chem ical ODEs). So far, not a single example o f either kind has been seen, either in an explicit map or in a flow.
Very recently it was proposed that Julia boundaries arise whenever a hyperchaotic attractor is punctured by two or more adjacent basins im age) can never remain in touch in the interior o f the preimage; this excludes even "perforated" tissue bridges there. Thus even with a knotted map (with infinitely many internal knots generated) everything will appear neatly separate locally in a cross section. N everthe less there is a difference between "no entangling" and an entangling that "does its best" to cover the whole former separatrix even if not quite succeeding in doing so.
The condition is that the two negative exponents in volved in generating the (in a cross-section) contracting noodle are not more or less equal (determining something like a spaghetti) but rather are markedly different ("flat ness condition"). Specifically, cap-like coverings o f one portion o f the noodle by the other have to occur ("inter locking without touching"), in order then to be repeated at all resolutions within them selves again and again.
The present prediction will be easy to test numerically. A noodle diffeom orphism with constant Jacobian deter minant is available [13] (also [14] ) in which the two con tracting components can be manipulated independently. To conclude, analogues to Julia boundaries occurring in invertible systems will form intriguing objects o f studyand so will their attracting cousins.
